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Hyperfine structure of hydrogenlike thallium isotopes
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The hyperfine splitting of the 1s ground state of hydrogenlike Tl has been measured for the two stable
isotopes using emission spectroscopy in the SuperEBIT electron-beam ion trap, giving 3858.2260.30 Å for
203Tl801 and 3821.8460.34 Å for 205Tl801 with a wavelength differenceDl536.3860.35 Å. This differ-
ence is consistent with estimates based on hyperfine anomaly data for neutral Tl only if finite size effects are
included in the calculation. By using previously determined nuclear magnetic moments, and applying appro-
priate corrections for the nuclear charge distribution and radiative effects, the experimental splittings can be
interpreted in terms of nuclear magnetization radii^r m

2 &1/255.83(14) fm for 203Tl and ^r m
2 &1/2

55.89(14) fm for205Tl. These values are 10% larger than derived from single-particle nuclear magnetization
models, and are slightly larger than the corresponding charge distributions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The hyperfine structure~HFS! of highly charged hydro-
genlike systems challenges experimental techniques as
as our understanding of the details in the description of
1s electron and its interaction with the nucleus. Radiat
corrections are of the order 0.5%, observable within the
perimental uncertainty of accurate spectroscopic invest
tions, and even higher-order radiative corrections may b
reach for these extremely relativistic systems@1,2#. The re-
maining electron is a good probe of the bare nucleus, as
electronic wave function is sensitive to details in the nucl
charge distribution and the resulting HFS also depends
the unknown magnetization distribution. These effects
also present for neutral systems, where they are, howe
obscured by many-electron interactions and only ‘‘hyperfi
anomalies’’ can be accurately determined. These are isot
differences in the ratio between theA factor for the hyperfine
structure and the nucleargI factor ~wheregI5m I /ImN).

Measurements of HFS for highly charged hydrogenl
systems have been reported for several elements:165Ho661

@3#, 185Re741 @4#, 187Re741 @4#, 207Pb811 @5#, 209Bi821 @6#,
and 209Bi801 @7#. The results, in particular for165Ho661 and
185,187Re741, were found to differ considerably from predic
tions based on a single-nucleon description for the nuc
magnetization@8–10#. For the case of Tl, which is closer t
a double-magic nucleus, better agreement should be
pected. In addition, the hyperfine anomaly for neutral Tl, c
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be used to predict the isotopic difference in HFS for t
hydrogenlike systems@10#.

In the following, we present a measurement of thes
hyperfine splitting of the two stable isotopes of thallium
hydrogenlike 203Tl801, and 205Tl801. Using a spectromete
with greatly enhanced sensitivity and resolving power,
have achieved a measurement accuracy that is between
and eight times better than our earlier measurements of
hyperfine splitting in 165Ho661, 185Re741, and 187Re741

@3,4#, and has twice the accuracy of laser-fluorescence m
surements of209Bi821 and 207Pb811 carried out on the ESR
storage ring@5,6#.

The experimentally determined HFS results thus obtai
are used to determine absolute values for the nuclear ma
tization radii of the two isotopes, by using known magne
moments and charge radii and calculated radiative cor
tions, as discussed in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENT

As with our earlier measurements@3,4#, the thallium mea-
surements were carried out at the SuperEBIT electron-b
ion trap @11# at the Lawrence Livermore National Labora
tory. This was the first experiment after an 18-month sh
down, and SuperEBIT could not be operated at full capac
The electron-beam currents varied between 180 and 240
The electron-beam energy was set to 142 keV, which is ab
1.53 the energy necessary to produce hydrogenic thalliu

The resulting charge balance was somewhat worse
that during our rhenium measurements@4#, as could be esti-
mated from hard x-ray measurements of the radiative e
tron capture into the 1s, 2s, and 2p levels of various thal-
lium ions. The amount of hydrogenic thallium, for examp
was estimated to be less than 2%.

The F51→F50 1s hyperfine transition in either thal
lium isotope is predominately excited by ionizing collision
with heliumlike thallium. The reason is that ionization of

e-
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1s electron from the 1s2 1S0 heliumlike ground level popu-
lates the 1s hyperfine levels in a statistical fashion, i.e., t
population ratio of theF51 upper level to that of theF
50 lower level is 3:1. The rates for electron-impact exci
tion or excitation of theF51 level by radiative electron
capture are negligible by comparison. In a steady st
electron-impact ionization is balanced by radiative recom
nation. Consequently, monitoring the x rays emitted by
latter process gives us a measure of the ionization pro
and thus of the amount of photons emitted by the hyper
decay. As a result, our experiment aimed at maximizing
amount of hydrogenic thallium and was hurt by the fact t
we could not achieve a better charge balance during th
months~including startup! of this experiment.

Our experiment benefited greatly from a new spectro
eter designed specifically for this measurement. Instead
prism as used previously@3,4#, the new instrument utilized a
6-in.-diam quartz transmission grating and two 13-cm dia
eter f /4.6 quartz lenses for one-to-one imaging of the sou
onto a cryogenically cooled scientific-grade Photometr
charge-coupled device~CCD! camera. The grating was bui
in house, with 2857 lines/mm and a near 90% efficiency
the wavelengths of interest@12#. This instrument had bee
used to measure the optical transition in Ti-like W521 in
preparation for the present experiment@13#. A second instru-
ment of almost the same design parameters was tempor
used in parallel in order to increase the signal rate. Howe
due to the higher intrinsic noise level of its CCD came
chip, this detection branch failed.

A wavelength region 130 Å wide could be measur
with the instrument in one setting. Three settings were u
to scan ~with overlap! a 300 Å wide region centered a
3800 Å during a ten-week period. This region covered
wavelength range suggested by various predictions, wh
range from 3786 to 3802 Å for203Tl801, and 3822 to
3840 Å for 205Tl801 @8–10#. For each setting we measure
spectra with and without thallium injection to gauge t
emission from background ions. In both cases, we introdu
argon as a cooling gas, setting the ballistic gas injector p
sure to 131028 Torr. We also measured argon directly b
setting the gas injector pressure to 531027 Torr. The pres-
ence of any potential heavy contaminants during the arg
only measurements was avoided by emptying the trap a
four times per second. For the thallium and background m
surements the trap was emptied about once every minut
order to minimize read-out noise, each spectrum accu
lated for 1 h before the camera was read out.

Argon provided the reference lines for the spectral c
bration. At the high injector pressure, faint lines of arg
could be seen within a single, 1 h spectrum. Also seen wer
sharp spikes from cosmic-rays events, which were filte
out using the ‘‘bad-pixel’’ routine in the IPLab imaging sof
ware on a Macintosh G3 computer. A 63 h argon spectrum
shown in Fig. 1~lower trace!. In contrast to the argon spec
tra, a 1 hspectrum of the SuperEBIT emission with thalliu
injection or from low-argon background ions showed
lines or features at all after the cosmic rays were filtered o
In fact, we rejected any spectra taken while thallium w
injected that showed any discernible features, as those w
03250
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thought to arise from inadequate filtering of cosmic ra
About 30 individual spectra were then added and exami
for features. A spectrum resulting from adding 194 1 h spec-
tra with thallium injection is shown in Fig. 1~upper trace!.

III. RESULTS

The argon lines seen in the lower trace of Fig. 1 a
mostly due to singly ionized argon. These lines have b
measured to a very high accuracy@14# so that they represen
excellent reference lines. Not all lines can be identified.
fact, most weak lines are unknown, as pointed out in R
@15#. There is a sufficient number of strong Ar1 lines that
can be identified and used to determine the absolute w
length scale and the dispersion. These include the line
3850.581 Å shown in Fig. 1, as well as others at 3946.0
3868.528, and 3809.456 Å.

Argon lines are also seen weakly in the thallium measu
ments and in the background spectra. In fact, these bui
calibration lines help to maintain the integrity of the wav
length calibration over days of measurements. Shifts in
position of the argon lines, possibly caused by tempera
variations, have been noted on a time scale of a day. In f
such shifts have limited the accuracy of the Ti-like W521

measurement mentioned above@13#.
The identification of the thallium lines was not withou

hesitation. The spectrum in Fig. 1 was the best we could
under the measurement conditions. The two features lab
by the respective thallium isotope are the only features
satisfy the following criteria: they are found in the thalliu
injection spectra, are missing in the background spectra,
cannot be correlated with any argon lines. These criteria, p

FIG. 1. Experimental spectrum of H-like thallium~upper trace!
with the hyperfine transitions in the two Tl isotopes indicated. T
lower trace is the reference spectrum of argon. An arbitrary offse
used to separate the two traces.
6-2
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HYPERFINE STRUCTURE OF HYDROGENLIKE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 64 032506
the fact that their wavelength separation is very close to
predicted value, lead us to identify the two lines as
sought-after hyperfine transitions from203Tl801 and
205Tl801.

The two thallium features are statistically poor. The ra
of 203Tl to 205Tl in natural thallium, which we used for in
jection, is about 3:7. This is difficult to ascertain in the o
served intensity ratio, though it is not in contradiction eith
Despite the poor statistics, we note that the widths of
thallium lines are only 1.1 Å. This is more than ten tim
less than the line we observed in Ho661 using a prism spec
trometer, and this clearly demonstrates the technical
provement.

We estimate that we can determine the centroid of e
line to within 20% of its width. We assume a similar acc
racy for the argon lines used to check for spectral shifts. T
uncertainties in the spectral dispersion are small for the203Tl
line, which is close to one of the calibration lines. They a
larger for the 205Tl line. The latter line is also close to th
edge of the CCD chip, and we take into account poss
edge nonlinearities. A summary of the uncertainties affect
each line is given in Table I. Adding them in quadrature,
obtain 3857.1360.30 Å for the wavelength of the203Tl801

hyperfine transition, and 3820.7660.34 Å for the wave-
length of the205Tl801 hyperfine transition. The 12s accu-
racy of the present measurement is about an order of ma
tude worse than one could expect from the nominal resolv
power of the instrument and in the absence of signific
systematic errors.

Converting our results to vacuum wavelengths, we
3858.2260.30 and 3821.8460.34 Å, and a correspondin
energy splitting of 3.213 5060.000 25 and 3.244 09
60.000 29 eV, respectively.

The isotopic difference in the hyperfine splittings is o
tained by subtracting the wavelengths of the two transitio
The result is 36.3860.35 Å, or 30.5960.29 meV. The un-
certainties are determined by noting that the uncertainty
the calibration line drops out when subtracting the two wa
lengths, while the uncertainties arising from the wavelen
dispersion~cf. Table I! add linearly.

IV. THEORY: ONE-ELECTRON SYSTEMS
AND HYPERFINE STRUCTURE

The Dirac equation for hydrogenlike systems with
pointlike nucleus is a standard textbook example. For he

TABLE I. Summary of uncertainties affecting the waveleng
determination of the hyperfine transitions.

Source 203Tl801 205Tl801

Tl line position 0.21 Å 0.21 Å
Calibration line position 0.21 Å 0.21 Å
Dispersion 0.02 Å 0.12 Å
Edge nonlinearity 0.00 Å 0.12 Å

Quadrature sum 0.30 Å 0.34 Å
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elements, however, it is essential to use the potential from
extended nuclear charge distribution in the Dirac equat
for the electron. In this paper we use a Fermi model for
nuclear distribution using thêr c

2&1/2 values 5.463~5! fm for
203Tl and 5.470~5! fm for 205Tl obtained from elastic elec
tron scattering and muonic x-ray data@16,17#, and a skin
thickness parametera50.524(10) fm.

The interaction between the electron and point nucl
magnetic dipole momentmI5gSSN1gLLN of a nucleus
~with IÞ0) can be described by a Hamiltonian

hp
HFS5

m0

4p
ec

r̂3a

r 2
•mI . ~1!

The hyperfine interaction in Eq.~1! holds only for a point
nuclear dipole. For an extended magnetization, the ra
function 1/r 2 is modified inside the nucleus. The general e
pression depends on the combination of spin and ang
momentum contributions to the nuclear magnetic mome
For the stable Tl isotopes withI 51/21, only the spin mag-
netic moment enters. For a spin magnetic moment on a s
the interaction vanishes when the electron is inside the sh
The interaction for a general distribution of magnetic m
ment can, of course, be obtained by integration, giving
Bohr-Weisskopf correction factor (12«BW), where

«BW5a2^r m
2 &1a4^r m

4 &1a6^r m
6 &. ~2!

For Tl, we find a257.631024 fm22, a4523.1
31026 fm24, anda657.331029 fm26 @10,18# for hydro-
genlike Tl. An important observation from the analytical e
pansions is that«BW depends on the angular momentum
the electron, but is essentially independent of the princi
quantum number, since the correction depends on the ra
dependence of the orbital in a region where the nuclear
tential is very large compared to the differences in bind
energy. This essentialn independence makes it possible
use hyperfine anomaly results from neutral systems to ob
estimates of the anomaly for hydrogenlike systems, altho
for neutral atoms, modifications due to the interactions w
the other electrons must be accounted for, as discusse
more detail below. For further details, see@19#.

A. Radiative corrections

The strong electromagnetic field close to the nucleus le
to radiative effects also modifying the interaction with th
nuclear magnetic moment. The sizes of these effects w
evaluated by Sunnergrenet al. @20,21# using the numerical
orbitals obtained in the potential from a Fermi charge dis
bution, givingDEQED/m I520.011 14(11) eV/mN for both
isotopes.

B. Single-particle estimates of the Bohr-Weisskopf effect

The evaluation of expression~2! for the Bohr-Weisskopf
effect requires an approximation for the distribution
nuclear magnetization. In earlier work we used a Woo
Saxon potential@10,18# for the 3s proton hole. For205Tl the
resulting parameters were^r 2&1/255.27 fm, ^r 4&1/4
6-3
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TABLE II. Relevant parameters for the two stable Tl isotopes. The last three columns present experimental results from this
well as the extracted Bohr-Weisskopf effect and the magnetization radii.

m I
uncorr/mN

a m I
corr/mN

b ^r c
2&1/2c DEp.d./m I DEQED/m I

d DEHFS
exp « ^r m

2 &1/2

~fm! (eV/mN) (eV/mN) ~eV! ~fm!

203Tl801 1.595 7681~1! 1.6217~13! 5.463~5! 2.0378~2! 20.011 14(11) 3.213 51~25! 0.0221~8! 5.83~14!
205Tl801 1.611 4643~1! 1.6379~13! 5.470~5! 2.0376~2! 20.011 14(11) 3.244 09~29! 0.0225~8! 5.89~14!

Ratio 1.009 836 13~6! 1.009 52~12!

aNMR result by Baker and Burd, Ref.@26#, not corrected for diamagnetic shielding and chemical shift.
bReference@25#, based on ABMR data for free atoms by Fowler, Ref.@33#, corrected for diamagnetic shielding.
cReference@17#.
dReference@20#.
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56.01 fm, and ^r 6&1/656.44 fm ~and ^r 2&527.8 fm2).
Other calculations, using different single-particle mod
@9,22#, give ^r 2& values between 27.4 and 28.9 fm2, all
smaller than the corresponding radius of the total charge
tribution.

Using our calculated 3s distribution gives «
51.74(52)%, where the large uncertainty reflects the nec
of nuclear many-body effects. Combination with previous
calculated radiative corrections gives DEHFS/m I
51.9912(2) eV/mN for the ground state of hydrogenlik
203Tl and a slightly smaller value, 1.9910(2) eV/mN for
205Tl, which is known to have a slightly more extende
charge distribution;d^r c

2&50.115(3) fm2 @23,24#.
In order to convert these results to expected hyper

splittings, values for the nuclear magnetic moments mus
inserted. As discussed in Ref.@25#, diamagnetic shielding
corrections must be applied to the tabulated nuclear magn
resonance~NMR! values@26,27#, giving the revised values
shown in Table II. Adding radiative corrections from Sunn
gren et al. @20,21# leads to the values DEHFS

203

53.229(17) eV andDEHFS
205 53.261(18) eV @10#, some-

what larger than the experimentally observed splittings.

C. Isotopic differences for hydrogenlike and neutral systems:
Differences and similarities

The different magnetic moments for the two Tl isotop
account for most of the 30.59~38! meV difference between
the splittings. However, the ratio
DEHFS(

205Tl)/DEHFS(
203Tl) 51.009 52(12) between the ob

served splittings, differs slightly from the known ratio b
tween the nuclear magnetic moments @26#,
m I(

205Tl)/m I(
203Tl) 51.009 836 13(6). The resulting ‘‘hy-

perfine anomaly’’ can be written as

203D2055~DEHFS
203 /DEHFS

205 !~m I
205/m I

203!21.

Inserting the experimental values gives the hyperfi
anomaly 203D205523(1)31024, which accounts for abou
1 meV of the difference between the hyperfine splittings
the two isotopes.

The hyperfine anomaly for the ground state of hydrog
like Tl can be more accurately estimated by using anoma
for neutral Tl, measured in the early days of radio frequen
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spectroscopy. For the 6p1/2 ground state of neutral Tl, the
anomaly is21.036(3)31024 @28#. Many-body effects were
found to account for about 9% of the total 6p1/2 anomaly
@29#. To estimate the size of the 1s anomaly for the hydro-
genlike system, we recall that a one-electron anomaly is
sentiallyn independent, but varies with angular momentu
The ratio between the Bohr-Weisskopf effect for thes1/2 and
p1/2 orbitals is about 3.3. The total anomaly is, however, a
affected by the nuclear charge distribution, which affects
orbtials close to the nucleus. The ratio between this ‘‘Bre
Rosenthal~-Crawford-Schawlow!’’ effect for s1/2 andp1/2 or-
bitals is slightly larger, 3.7. The ratio between the anoma
for s1/2 and p1/2 thus depends on the relative importance
changes in the nuclear charge and magnetization distr
tions.

By performing calculations for several different Ferm
distributions, the ‘‘Breit-Rosenthal’’ effect@30–32#, which is
expressed in terms of a correction factor (12«BR), can be
parametrized in terms of changes in the charge distribut
using «BR52xrd^r c

2& ~neglecting any changes in the sk
thickness!. For the ground state of hydrogenlike Tl we foun
in earlier workxr521.1631023 fm22 @10,18#. This value
was obtained by using the hyperfine interaction from a po
dipole. The interaction with an extended magnetic dip
moment, however, gives less weight to the electron orb
for very small radii. As a result, the sensitivity to the nucle
charge distribution is reduced if the interaction with an e
tended dipole is considered, as illustrated in Fig. 2. T
leads to a revised parametrization:xr520.7831023 fm22

for the 1s ground state of hydrogenlike Tl.
For 6p1/2, the reduced sensitivity to the charge distrib

tion also affects the earlier interpretation for neutral Tl@29#.
The revised contribution due to the charge distribution
20.245(6)31024 of the total anomaly resulting in a slightl
modified value for the change in magnetization radius,lm

50.299(5) ord^r m
2 &50.38(1) fm2.

Following these considerations, the data from the 6p1/2
ground state of neutral Tl yield an estimate of23.21(5)
31024 for the anomaly of the 1s ground state of hydrogen
like Tl, corresponding to an energy difference of 30.
60.16 meV or a wavelength difference of 36.1760.19 Å,
in excellent agreement with the measurement.
6-4
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V. INTERPRETING THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The experimental hyperfine splittings are smaller than
pected from the Woods-Saxon estimates@8–10#, indicating
that the actual nuclear magnetization distribution is more
tended. The extracted Bohr-Weisskopf corrections
2.212~81!% and 2.248~81!% for 203Tl181 and 205Tl181, re-
spectively. Following the procedure described in Ref.@4#,
these values can be converted to magnetization radi
^r m

2 &1/255.83(14) fm for 203Tl and ^r m
2 &1/255.89(14) fm

for 205Tl. In contrast to the Woods-Saxon results, these ra
are larger than the corresponding charge radii, indicating
importance of nuclear many-body effects.

The size of the magnetic moment distribution can
taken as an indication of the distribution of a possibleP and
T violating nuclear electric dipole moment, which, to a fir
approximation, can be expected to follow the valen
nucleon, just like the magnetic moment. The higher-or
corrections depend, however, on the angular structure of
operator, and cannot be immediately applied for other pr
erties.

VI. CONCLUSION

Measurements of the 1s hyperfine splitting in muonic
thallium found 2.3060.02 keV for 205Tl and 2.34
60.08 keV for 203Tl @23#. The muonic measurements a
ready showed the need to include the finite-nuclear-size
the calculations of the hyperfine splitting. This inclusion r
duced the calculated value by half.

FIG. 2. Sensitivity of the hyperfine splitting tôr c
2& for the

point-dipole and the magnetic dipole moment on a shell with rad
5.38 fm.
.

.
n,
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The present measurements of the electronic hyper
splitting are about two orders of magnitude more accur
than the muonic measurements and enable tests of the
tailed nuclear structure. Using our measured values, an
nuclear magnetic radius of 5.8360.14 and 5.8960.14 fm
can be inferred for the thallium isotopes 203 and 205, resp
tively. These values are about 7% larger than the sing
particle estimate of 5.2760.74 fm@10,18#, showing that the
magnetization distribution is more extended than the cha
distribution.

The measured isotope difference of 30.5960.38 meV
differs slightly from the value of 31.0460.01 meV, inferred
from neutral thallium using a point magnetic dipole appro
mation@10#. This difference lead us to consider a parame
zation of the Breit-Rosenthal effect in terms of changes
the charge distribution for an extended magnetic dipole. O
calculations showed a significant reduction in the sensitiv
to changes in the nuclear charge distribution, as the valu
xr dropped by about 33%. The resulting prediction for t
isotopic difference of 30.7160.16 meV is now in excellent
agreement with the measurement.

The present measurements were performed using e
sion spectroscopy on the Livermore SuperEBIT device.
though the accuracy exceeded that of past measurem
including those employing laser fluorescence, it was limi
by the low production of hydrogenlike thallium ions. Im
provements in hydrogenlike ion production, as SuperEB
regains full operation, will undoubtedly improve the acc
racy further in future measurements.
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